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Abstract

The ongoing transformation of climate and biodiversity will have a drastic impact on almost all forms of life in the ocean with further consequences on food security, ecosystem services in coastal and inland communities. Despite these impacts, scientific data and infrastructures are still lacking to understand and quantify the consequences of these perturbations on the marine ecosystem.

Understanding this phenomenon is not only an urgent but also a scientifically demanding task. Consequently, it is a problem that must be addressed with a scienti-
tific cohort approach, where multi-disciplinary teams collaborate to bring the best of different scientific areas.

In this proposal paper, we describe our newly launched four-years project focused on developing new artificial intelligence, machine learning, and mathematical modeling tools to contribute to the understanding of the structure, functioning, and underlying mechanisms and dynamics of the global ocean symbiome and its relation with climate change. These actions should enable the understanding of our oceans and predict and mitigate the consequences of climate and biodiversity changes.

1 Introduction

Considering the importance and amount of oceans in this speck of dust in the middle of nowhere that we inhabit, we should have called it Planet Ocean. Oceans are not only important because of their volume but are also about the functions and contributions they provide to biodiversity, we included [1]. Oceans play a key role in the biosphere, regulating the carbon cycle; absorbing emitted CO$_2$ through the biological pump, and a large part of the heat that the remaining CO$_2$ and other greenhouse gases retained in the atmosphere.

The biological pump is driven by photosynthetic microalgae, herbivores, and decomposing bacteria. Whales also play a prominent role by moving nutrients and providing mixing in the ocean [2–4]. Understanding the drivers of micro and macroorganisms in the ocean is of paramount importance to understand the functioning of ecosystems and the efficiency of the biological pump in sequestering carbon and thus abating climate change.

This situation poses a substantial challenge to humanity as a whole. It is not only an urgent but also a scientifically demanding task. Consequently, it is a problem that must be addressed with a scientific cohort approach, where multi-disciplinary teams must collaborate to bring the best of different scientific areas: state-of-the-art artificial intelligence, machine learning, applied math, modeling, and simulation, and, of course, marine biology and oceanography. They will enable us to understand our oceans and to predict and —hopefully— mitigate the consequences of climate change.

Data is essential in this pursuit. Tara Océans [1] has spearheaded the methodological sampling of the different phenomena that are taking place in our oceans. Despite these efforts, scientific data -even with the import contribution from Tara and infrastructures is not sufficient to adequately understand and quantify the consequence of these perturbations on the marine ecosystem. In particular, critical ecosystems need extensive surveys to characterize the biological acclimation to climate perturbations better.

Consequently, it is necessary to not only gather more data but also to develop and apply state-of-the-art mechanisms capable of turning this data into effective knowledge, policies, and action. This is where artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and modeling tools are called for. The application of these methods in the context of ecology and climate change is not new [5]. However, the inherent complexity of this problem poses important challenges to modern computer science and applied mathematics.

2 Context and domain challenges

Despite the growth of research applying AI and ML to problems of societal and global good, there remains the need for a concerted effort to identify how these tools may best be applied to tackle climate change. On the other hand, many computer scientists and practitioners wish to act but are uncertain how. Similarly, many field experts have begun actively seeking input from the AI, ML, and modeling communities. To structure the goals of the project around the following domain challenges:

- Biodiversity and ecosystem functioning [6]: Biodiversity supports important functions, such as primary productivity and carbon fixation and sequestration, that are directly or indirectly used and affected by humans.

• **Meta-metabolic modeling.** The objective is to develop a metabolic model including the main microbial oceanic compartments, and couple it with physics. A meta-metabolic model is challenging due to the variety in the pathways and time scales.

• **Phytoplankton biodiversity with regard to temperature [7].** The main purpose is to create models to properly incorporate plankton complexity into ocean-climate models, assuming the stochastic nature of this system.

• **Data assimilation in biogeochemical models: Predicting the future.** Data assimilation strategies should be developed to calibrate biogeochemical models using the available database. AI tools combined with applied mathematics can allow reaching prediction capability.

• **Computer vision for understanding plankton communities.** Tara Océans has obtained from the samples being extracted as a camera is submerged to grab images of the microscopic organisms found. Some tasks to be address include:
  
  – **Plankton identification from satellite images:** integrate omics information with high-throughput/high-resolution plankton imaging and environmental data crossed with satellite images.
  
  – **Connecting images and genomic features:** establish the connection between plankton images and genomic data could state biogeography of the morphological diversity, and identify genes responsible for plankton shapes and morphologies.
  
  – **Explainable anomaly detection for automatic plankton discovery:** will require extended use of causal inference and image-based explainable AI methods should hint what parts of the observed organism that determining its identification.

3  **Addressing the Goals with a Multi-Disciplinary Approach**

AI, ML, and modeling tools are key to understanding oceans and climate change. However, their current limitations pose important hurdles in their application. In the case of ML, only recently it has started to be able to handle structured information, like the one required to understand the networks created by interacting populations of different species. Despite the important efforts on data gathering, the current amount of data available conform to a scenario that can be denominated as small data, that heavily contrasts with the data-hungry methods that conform most of the current state of the art in ML. This situation could be overcome either by improving the modeling methods themselves or by taking a stab at developing mechanistic approaches that also seem to be capable of complementing AI and ML in the application domain [8].

The above domain challenges are to be addressed in a multidisciplinary fashion that integrates computer science and applied mathematics. We have identified a group of computer science topics that should be addressed, in particular:

• **Structured and graph-based neural networks [9-12].** The most frequent way to represent biodiversity today is through co-occurrence graphs. These graphs have particular
structures that deserve to be analyzed using the presented techniques and their improvements. A comparison of such graphs is a way to observe the evolution of communities. So having ML methods capable to function on top of this information is essential to understand such dynamics.

- **Learning and adaptation.** This topic comprehends active/few-shot/multi-task learning, transfer learning (TL), and domain adaptation. In problems with limited data and high uncertainty, like the ones to be dealt with here, it is necessary to apply methods that direct the measurements to the areas of the domain where they are most necessary using active learning or Bayesian principles. Here, few-shot learning methods (relying on TL) must take care of producing actionable products with minimal data.

- **Causality** and explainable AI. This is a core concern in computer science at the moment. It is also an essential component of the challenge as we intend to use the models created to serve as a means for understanding nature and as sources for new theories.

- **Model-driven and data-driven integration and hybrids.** Biogeophysical models can be very time and CPU time consuming. The idea here is to use deep learning approaches to reproduce the predictions of these resource-demanding models. More precisely, to reduce complex models using deep neural networks. We plan to investigate schemes for decomposing a process model into PDE and statistical components.

- **Development, calibration, and validation of mechanistic models.** The high dimension of the biogeochemical models makes challenging their calibration and validation from a reduced number of measurements.

In addition to the above directions, we plan to deploy an open-access data lake that rely on the M2B3 standard containing or providing transparent access to a diverse set of data sources like Tara Océans data, Copernicus, SeaDataNet, PANGAEA, etc. It will allow to cross-reference and georeference data by providing homogeneous access to all sources and the capacity of merging with other data sources.

We are confident that addressing the domain challenges in the next four years with the focus of researchers of different institutions we will be able to make progress on our understanding of marine biology. We expect to provide actionable decision-making tools that would enable to derive data-informed conclusions and focus resources to deal with the ecological challenges ahead of us.
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There is a clear scientific consensus about the effects of climate change on the global ocean: among others a shift of temperatures, an increase of acidification, deoxygenation of water masses, and perturbations in nutrient availability and biomass productivity. Altogether, these abiotic changes will have a drastic impact on almost all forms of life in the ocean with further consequences on food security, ecosystem services and the well-being of coastal communities. In this regard, Tara Océans has spearheaded the actions directed towards sampling and understanding the different phenomena that are taking place. Figure 2 illustrates the complex sampling methodology applied. Despite these numerous impacts, scientific data -even with the import contribution from Tara Océans and infrastructures are not sufficient to adequately understand and quantify the consequence of these perturbations on the marine ecosystem. In particular, critical ecosystems need extensive surveys to characterize the biological acclimation to climate perturbations better. Consequently, it is necessary to not only gather more data but also to develop and apply state-of-the-art mechanisms capable of turning this data into effective knowledge, policies and action. This is where artificial intelligence, machine learning and modeling tools are called for.

The upcoming Tara expedition will cover the Patagonian region. This is a unique ecosystem that represents an open sky laboratory for ecological studies. This pristine region is indeed changing more rapidly under the effects of climate change and describes an oracle of changes to come in the next decades for other parts of the ocean. Patagonia is fundamental to understand the responses of the microbial marine life at the interface between antarctic waters, the coastal ecosystems, and the melting glaciers. This region is also one of the most productive regions in the ocean, accounting for more than 30% of sardines stocks, among other species and one of the most important region in
sequestering carbon. Patagonia is also a hot spot of aquaculture, with an intensive salmon production, an ecosystem that is both impacting, and being impacted by, climate changes. In order to understand the functioning of this large scale ecosystem, the Tara Océans initiative has decided to carry out and intense sampling campaign.

The consortium will build a modeling framework dedicated to ocean modeling, contributing to learn causal and explanatory models; fair data models; and robust models. This project is an opportunity to contribute key scientific knowledge on a global pressing problem as climate change is, capitalizing on the experience and articulation of the teams involved and the availability of data on a key area, as is the Patagonia, that can provide answers that can be transferred to others parts of the oceans.

The motivation of this interdisciplinary project is to develop new AI and mathematical modeling tools to contribute to the understanding of the structure, functioning, and underlying eco-evolutionary mechanisms and dynamics of plankton in the global ocean. Methods like deep learning, causal and inference learning, sequential decision making, transfer learning, multi-criteria optimization are just a few that can be applied to these kinds of complex problems, allowing us to get reliable knowledge from the ocean and its interactions. To do this, we will use the corpus of Tara Océans Expeditions datasets, which is, as far as we know, the most comprehensive case study to develop AI and mathematical modeling methods for studying global ecology along with other related datasets. This fundamental baseline currently makes marine plankton the best-described planetary ecosystem in terms of taxonomic composition, abundance, and genetic diversity, making this project realistic.